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[Abstract] The identification of plant species is not a trivial task, since it is carried out by experts and
depends on the presence of fruits, flowers and leaves. However, fruits and flowers are not available
throughout the year, while leaves are accessible most of the year. In order to assist the specialized
work of species identification, methods of texture image analysis are used to extract characteristics
from samples of imaged leaves and thus predict the species. Texture image analysis is a versatile and
powerful technique able to extract measurements from patterns in the images. Using this technique,
recent research has found a close relationship between texture and plant species (da Silva et al., 2015
and 2016). Here, we describe the procedure to extract texture features from microscopic images of
leaves using Fourier (Cosgriff, 1960; Azencott, 1997; Gonzalez and Woods, 2006). It is important to
highlight that other methods for texture extraction can be used as well.
This protocol is split into two parts: (A) leaf epidermal dissociation and (B) automatic method for leaf
epidermal image analysis.
Keywords: Epidermis dissociation, Stomata visualization, Plant identification, Leaf epidermis, Texture
image analysis

[Background] The protocol for plant material dissociation was described by Franklin (1945) for wood;
botanical anatomists have adapted the method for leaf epidermal dissociation. Dissociation methods
allow the visualization of the epidermal cells as well as their attachments in a clearer way than
diaphanization and epidermal imprints methods. In addition to the dissociation method described
herein, there are others using Jeffrey’s solution (1:1 solution of chromic acid and nitric acid, each at
10%) or only nitric acid (Johansen, 1940), but these methods use strong acids and more hazardous to
human health and the environment. Moreover, in our experience, epidermal dissociation with Franklin
solution is more effective for a greater number of species.
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As leaf epidermal traits have a great taxonomic value, texture analysis from epidermal images can be
a suitable method for plant identification, once texture analysis is a powerful technique that allows the
extraction of measurements from patterns in the images. In the study realized by (da Silva et al., 2016),
three different methods were used in the process of texture feature extraction from leaf epidermal
images: Fourier descriptors, corrosion-inspired texture analysis and local binary patterns; among them,
Fourier descriptors were the best option, achieving higher success rate in plant species identification. A
brief description of the methods for epidermal dissociation and texture feature extraction from
microscopic epidermal images using Fourier descriptors has been reported in (da Silva et al., 2016).

Materials and Reagents

1. Razor blade
2. Glass vial
3. Petri dish
4. Needles and brush
5. Glass slide (Perfecta, catalog number: 7105)
6. Cover glass (Perfecta, catalog number: 7004)
7. Gloves
8. Leaf samples of different plant species (see species studied in Supplementary Table 1)
9. Glacial acetic acid (Dinâmica Química, catalog number: 1242)
10. Hydrogen peroxide (30 volumes) (Dinâmica Química, catalog number: 2138)
11. Glycerin (Chem-Impex International, catalog number: 00599)
12. Safranin (Vetec, catalog number: 379)
13. 1% aqueous Safranin solution (see Recipes)

Equipment

1. Analytical balance (Shimadzu, model: AUY220)
2. Oven (Fanem, model: 315 SE)
3. Light microscope (ZEISS, model: Axio Scope.A1) with equipment for photomicrography (ZEISS,
model: Axiocam ICc3)

Software

1. MATLAB R2014a (Version 8.3) (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release, 2014a)
2. Weka 3 (Hall et al., 2009), a data mining software in Java
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Procedure

A. Leaf epidermal dissociation
1. With the aid of a razor blade, remove from each leaf two or three samples of approximately 1
cm2 but less from its middle region, including the midrib (Figure 1A). Fresh or dry leaves can be
used. Put the leaf fragments in a glass vial containing 1:1 glacial acetic acid and hydrogen
peroxide (Franklin solution) in a drying oven at 60 °C (add enough volume so that the vial is left
with about 1 cm of solution). Generally, this procedure is completed when the epidermis is
beginning to peel off from the leaf fragments or when the leaf fragments become transparent
and with air bubbles inside (Figures 1B-1E). The procedure can last from 12 h to a few days,
depending on the morphological characteristics of each leaf. Some plants with thicker and
sclerified leaves will require higher temperatures (up to 90 °C). Thus, if a leaf fragment
incubated at 60 °C fails to produce an isolated epidermis, it must be heated up to 80-90 °C (it is
not necessary to change the dissociation solution, however, it may be necessary to add more
solution as it evaporates more at higher temperatures).
Notes:
a. For example, the species Clusia criuva, Duguetia furfuracea and Roupala montana
required a temperature of 90 °C for leaf epidermal dissociation.
b. We recommend that the fragments be removed from the middle region of the leaves by
standardization; this region is usually used by botanists in leaf anatomy studies. It is
possible to have differences in the size and density of the stomata according to the
sampled region of the leaf.
2. After this procedure, pour a little of the solution along with the leaf fragments in a Petri dish
containing distilled water. Separate the adaxial and abaxial faces of the epidermis from the leaf
fragment with a brush or needles (Figure 1F). In Petri dish, never remove the epidermis from
the aqueous medium to maintain it stretched. Put the abaxial epidermis on a slide with a needle;
the outer side of the epidermis must be placed upwards on the slide (Figure 1G). Whenever
you deal with the epidermis on the slide, the epidermis must be stretched.
Note: The inclusion of the midrib in the leaf fragment helps to distinguish between the adaxial
and abaxial surfaces of the epidermis.
3. To remove residues of glacial acetic acid and hydrogen peroxide solution, wash the fragment
with distilled water holding the epidermis with a needle. Remove water excess from the slide
with soft paper. Put one drop of 1% aqueous Safranin (see Recipes) on the epidermis (Figure
1H), stain for 10 min. Then, wash the epidermis with distilled water to remove the stain excess.
Dry the slide with soft paper and, for mounting, put one to two drops of glycerin on the
epidermis and carefully put the cover glass (Figure 1I).
Note: Use gloves and protection glasses whenever you deal with Franklin solution or its
components. Use gloves whenever you deal with Safranin.
4. The epidermis is observed and photographed under an optical microscope. Since the plant
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epidermis has distinct characteristics, mainly of thickness, each image must be taken with
adequate light intensity so that it does not become dark or too clear. All the images were taken
at 200x magnification.
5. The synthesis of the procedure is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Procedure for epidermal decoupling. A. Fresh leaf fragment; B-D. Stages of
mesophyll digestion by the solution of glacial acetic acid and hydrogen peroxide; E. Leaf
fragment ready for epidermal separation; F. Faces of the epidermis being dissociated from leaf
fragment; G. Epidermis being placed on the slide; H. Staining; I. Mounting; J. Ready slide.
Scale bars: A-E = 1 cm; F-J = 2 cm.

B. Leaf epidermis image analysis
1. The computational and statistical methods have been implemented using the software
MATLAB R2014a (Version 8.3) (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release, 2014a) and the
classification procedures have been performed using Weka 3 (Hall et al., 2009), a data mining
software in Java.
2. Pre-processing method
a. The first step is to convert the color image into a gray scale image. The pre-processing
procedure was conducted by performing a histogram stretching to increase the image
contrast. Let an image f (x, y), g(x, y) be the enhanced image of f (x, y) given by

𝑔𝑔(x, y) =

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)−min(𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦))

max�𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦)�−min(𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦))

2𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝
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where, bpp is the number of bits per pixel of the image f (x, y). In one image with 256 gray
levels, bpp = 8. In the enhanced image g(x, y), 1% of data is saturated at low and high
intensities of the original image.
b. Next frame shows the code in MATLAB to obtain the stretching of the input image.

function newIm = hist_extend(Im)
%Input: Image
%Output: Stretching of the input image
h = imhist(Im);
s = sum(h);
min=0;
acum = 0;
while acum < 0.01*s
min = min+1;
end 13
max
acum = 0;
while acum
max = max-1;
acum = acum+h(max);
end
newIm = Im - min;
newIm = (255/(max-min)).*newIm;

c.

Figure 2 shows two examples, using Baccharis linearifolia and Esenbeckia pulmila, of the
pre-processing stage.

Figure 2. Pre-processing. Images of Baccharis linearifolia (A-C) and Esenbeckia pulmila
(D-F). A and D: Original images; B and E: Gray images of the first column; C and F: Stretching
of the images in the second column. Images are at magnification of 200x (scale bars = 50 µm).
Copyright © 2017 The Authors; exclusive licensee Bio-protocol LLC.
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3. Image texture characterization
As an image is represented as numerical matrix, a variety of methods can be used to extract
patterns of texture in images. In this protocol, Fourier descriptors will be described.
Fourier Descriptors
a. Proposed by Cosgriff (1960), Fourier descriptors represent periodic functions given by the
sum of sines and cosines of a periodic signal obtained from the discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT). Discrete Fourier transform of a function 1D f (x) is given by:

𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢) =

1

𝑀𝑀

𝑀𝑀−1

�

𝑥𝑥=0

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �−

𝑗𝑗2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
𝑀𝑀

�

(2)

M is the length of the signal, u, x ∈ [0, 1..., M - 1] and j is a complex number. Inverse transform,
from F (u) to f (x) is given by:
𝑀𝑀−1

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = �
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For two-dimensional functions, as images, the Fourier transform is given by:

𝑓𝑓(𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣) =

1
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M and N are the signal dimensions. Inverse transform of a 2D signal is:

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) =
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(5)

b. When the Fourier Transform is applied to the image, lower frequency coefficients remain at
the extremities of the spectrum. The Figure 3A shows the original image and the Figure 3B,
the spectrum of the Fourier transformation. Then, a shift operation is performed on the
resultant image moving the origin of the Fourier Transform to the central coordinates ([M/2]
for 1D signals and [M/2, N/2] for 2D signals) at frequency domain, as shown in Figure 3C.
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Figure 3. Fourier Transform. A. Original image; B. Fourier transform of (A); C. Shift of (B).
Images are at magnification of 200x (scale bars = 50 µm).

c.

Low frequency components, found at the center of the shifted Fourier Transform, contain
the most relevant information of the behavior of a signal. High frequency components are
found at the extremities and represent abrupt changes and noise. These complex values
can be used as characteristics of texture (Azencott et al., 1997; Gonzalez, and Woods,
2006). Here, the central values are prioritized as can be seen in the following. Two
approaches are used to obtain the characteristics, also called descriptors, of the image
texture.

d. Fourier Circular: After shift operation, G circular rings are used to obtain the sum of all
spectrum absolute values from the origin to each circular ring. G is given by min ([M/2J],
[N/2J]), where the image has M x N pixels size. So, radius equal to 1, 2..., G providing G
descriptors. The circular rings can be seen in Figure 4A.
Fourier Circular-Angular Complementing the circular rings, F (u, v) is partitioned into eight
angles equally spaced over the image, as in Figure 4B, resulting in Figure 4C. Eight
circular rings have been used with radius equal to 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 and 24 pixels of
distance. Thus 64 sectors are obtained, totaling 64 descriptors by summing the spectrum
absolute values of each sector. The order in which the descriptors vector is composed
does not interfere with the result. In this implementation, check the code list, the radius
loop is inside the quadrant loop.

Figure 4. Circular and angular rings to obtain the Fourier descriptors. A. Circular; B.
Angular; C. Circular-Angular.
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e. The next three frames show the complete code in MATLAB to obtain the Fourier
Circular-Angular descriptors.

function assin = fourier_circular_angular(I)
%Input: Image
%Output: Fourier Descriptors
assin = [];
[M N] = size(I);
IF = abs(fftshift(fft2(I)));
%Obtain sections
[r, f] = sep_angulares(M, 4);
%Calculating descriptors
for ang = 0:7
[mi, mf, ni, nf] = quadrante(ang, M, N);
mini = IF(mi:mf, ni:nf);
minir = r(mi:mf, ni:nf);
minif = f(mi:mf, ni:nf);
for freq_radial = [3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24];
minir_ = minir <= freq_radial;
minif_ = minif == rem(ang,2);
final = and(minir_, minif_);
assin = [assin, sum(mini(find(final)))];
end
end
end

function [r, f1] = sep_angulares(size, spokes)
hsup = (size-1)/2; % size controls the resolution
[x,y] = meshgrid([-hsup:hsup]);
[THETA, r] = cart2pol(x,y);
f1 = sin(THETA*spokes); % 1st radial filter
f1=f1>=0;
end
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.function [mi, mf, ni, nf] = quadrante(dir, M, N)
if(dir==0|| dir == 1)
mi = 1;
mf = M/2;
ni = N/2+1;
nf = N;
end
if(dir==2|| dir == 3)
mi=1;
mf = M/2;
ni=1;
nf = N/2;
end
if(dir==4|| dir == 5)
mi = M/2+1;
mf=M;
ni=1;
nf = N/2;
end
if(dir==6|| dir == 7)
mi = M/2+1;
mf=M;
ni = N/2+1;
nf=N;
end

end

Data analysis

1. For each image of the leaf, a set of characteristics is extracted to represent it. Then, these
characteristics are compared to identify to which species of plant this leaf belongs. To proceed
with the experiments, the species of the samples in the training set are known and the goal is to
predict the species of the test set that are unknown. The descriptors of one image belonging to
the test set are compared to all samples of the training set using the Nearest Neighbor
algorithm (Aha et al., 1991) to predict the species. The species is assigned to a given sample
according to the closest sample in the training set.
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2. The strategy to distribute the samples in a training and test set is the k-fold cross-validation
scheme (Hastie et al., 2001), represented in Figure 5. In this approach, the set of samples is
equally divided into k folds. Then, k-1 folds are joined forming the training set while the
remaining fold is assigned to the test set. This procedure is performed k times varying the test
fold. At the end, all the samples have been classified generating the success rate by calculating
the ratio between the number of samples correctly classified by the number of samples.

Figure 5. k-fold cross-validation scheme

3. The data analysis procedure can be summarized by creating a file with all the characteristics of
each sample to be read by Weka and perform the classification. Next frame shows the
template to construct the file to be read by Weka to perform the classification of the samples.

@relation PlantFourrierDescriptors 2
@attribute Attribute1 real
@attribute Attribute2 real
@attribute Attribute3 real

% The same for attributes 4 until N
@attribute AttributeN real

@attributeClass{12345678910}

% Each number {1,2,...,10} means one plant species
@data

% The number of lines will be the number of samples being analyzed

% Each value means one of the N descriptors and the last value is the class
F1, F2, F3,..., FN, 1
.
.
.

F1, F2, F3,..., FN, 10
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4. Synthesis of the computer procedure
a. Pre-process all the images to enhance the contrast of the image.
b. Extract characteristics using Fourier descriptors from each image, as shown in Figure 6.
c.

Classify all the samples using Nearest Neighbor in a k-fold cross validation scheme and
check the success rate.

d. Training the system and apply it to the leaf identification or analysis.

Figure 6. Extraction of characteristics using Fourier descriptors

Notes

The success in dissociation of the epidermis in different species depends on the level of individual
training. Each species behaves differently during the procedure. As necessary, oven temperature
can be increased to speed up and to facilitate the process. Thus, the temperature can influence the
result; thicker leaves usually require higher temperatures (up to 90 °C) than thinner ones (60 °C).
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Recipes

1. 1% aqueous Safranin solution
Add 1 g Safranin in 100 ml distilled water in a bottle
Mix well and store in the dark in a refrigerator (can be kept for several months under these
conditions)
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